Lobby Hero
By Kenneth Lonergan
June 19-28 2020
Director: Mike McGee mikemcgee99@yahoo.com
Auditions will consist of cold readings from the script. Please come prepared to list
ALL conflicts. All conflicts must be provided prior to the cast list being posted.
ALL roles OPEN. Please note that ages listed are relative and flexible.
Important dates:
Auditions: Monday April 13 and Tuesday April 14 7 PM
At the Wake Forest Renaissance Center. Registration begins at 6:30
See Auditions Update (Video Submissions)
Callbacks (if needed) Wednesday April 15 at 7 PM also at the Wake Forest
Renaissance Center
Tentative First Cast Meeting, Read Thru and Costume Measurements:
Monday April 27 7 PM (could be another day that week based upon cast conflicts)
Rehearsals: Rehearsals will be 3-4 days per week based upon Cast conflicts
starting around May 11
No Conflicts After June 5
Synopsis:
What happens when emotions come in conflict with principles, and how do choices
under pressure define who we really are? The lobby of a Manhattan apartment
building is much more than a waiting area for four New Yorkers involved in a
murder investigation. It's a testing ground for what happens when personal and
professional personas find themselves at odds. A young security guard with big
ambitions clashes with his stern boss, an intense rookie cop and her unpredictable
partner.

About the Roles:
JEFF – White Male, 20s– A uniformed security guard; he is talkative, sarcastic and
curious; he is somehow both anxious and relaxed, tranquil and uncomfortable.
Needs to have strong comic timing.
WILLIAM – Black Male 25+ – Jeff’s supervisor; he is serious, responsible, intense
and ambition.
DAWN – Female, 20s– Dawn is a rookie cop. She is tough, vulnerable, guarded
and smart.
BILL - White Male, 30s-40s– A seasoned policeman. Bill is charming and
arrogant; he is aggressive and dramatic with both his warmth and his rage.

